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Ken – fist, empty hand or the Loochoo (RyuKyu) art of self defense.
Shin - the truth, reality, human nature, humanity, heart
Kan - a place, mansion or palace

Kenshin Kan
a place in which to study karate-do
for the essence of human nature or humanity

The “logo” of Grandmaster Fusei Kise
The symbol pictured above is the patch of Grandmaster Fusei Kise and the Kenshinkan Dojo. Whether you call our
association the AOSKKF, the OSMKKF or the OSKKF, the symbol of Master Kise does not change. The meaning
of the symbol is as follows:
1.

The center of the symbol is “seiken-tsuki”, one of the most important fundamental methods to the attack.

2.

The circle symbolizes the harmony between people that respect peace and love each other.

3.

The red color represents passion that encourages endurance to train one’s mind and body to maintain the
balance of spirit and body.

4.

Surrounding the circle are the tunfa and kama, which represents Okinawa’s traditional culture, karate and
kobudo.
Presented to me by Master Kise, 2001

The All Okinawa Shorinryu
Karatedo and Kobudo Federation
Master Fusei Kise, in 1979, formed the Shorinryu Kenshin Kan Karate Do and Kobudo Association, from the
former Shorinryu Matsumura Seito (Orthodox) Karatedo Association upon the retirement of Master Hohan Soken,
his teacher. This generated much confusion in the association with the membership as many thought Master Kise
had changed Master Soken’s system. This was not true at the time, however, to his credit, Master Kise has
continuously refined his system of Kenshin Kan karate and it is truly a complete system of martial arts and has its
roots in the very oldest style of karate, Shorinryu. There has been a great deal of effort to bring back into the fold,
former members of Master Soken’s organization who did not follow Master Kise into his new organization. This
switch happened over 20 years ago and it is my contention at this point, that Master Kise’s system stands on its own
with all the great karate masters in history and anyone who wants to be part of Master Kise’s should ask permission
to join, as I will not ask them. The federation accepts new and old members alike on a regular basis and all
members are expected to train in Master Kise’s system of Shorinryu Kenshin Kan karate and kobudo. The current
name of this organization is the All Okinawa Shorinryu Karatedo and Kobudo Federation and has member schools
worldwide who train in Master Kise’s system.
I first entered the All Okinawa Shorinryu Karate and Kobudo Federation under Sensei Steve Warren in about 1982.
At that time, Mr. Ron Lindsey was the US Director of the organization and ran things in the United States. Mr.
Lindsey published a newsletter every month or two that was interesting and informative and I have retained the

copies I have over the years. The newsletter was most of what I knew about Mr. Lindsey and the organization at the
time as it really didn’t mean much to me. I was here to train and that was all I was interested in.
Sometime a year or two after I came in the federation, Mr. Lindsey and Master Kise had a disagreement and went
their separate ways. All I heard at the time was that the dispute was over money and all I really knew about it was
that Mr. Lindsey left the AOSKKF and took a large number of people with him. What I heard later was that the
arrangement between Mr. Lindsey and Master Kise was that as a director of the federation, Mr. Lindsey “hired”
Master Kise to be the Grandmaster of the organization, paying him a portion of student and testing fees. A portion
of this money was retained in the organization for the organizations use. Mr. Lindsey and his group were unhappy
with Master Kise, stating that he did not do what he was supposed to do, such as provide a set of training tapes and
some other things, and they, as an organization, fired Master Kise and replaced him with Yuichi Kuda as
Grandmaster, switching to Kuda Sensei’s style of karate. The funds that were retained in the organization were not
given to Master Kise on his departure and this is where the dispute over money comes in. All I knew at the time was
that Sensei Warren and our school were staying with Master Kise and for this, I will ever be grateful to Sensei
Warren.
After Mr. Lindsey departed the organization, Mr. Mike Hancock from Florida took over as the US Director. I never
met Mr. Hancock but did talk to him on the phone a couple of times during this period. As I have mentioned, I was
not very active in the federation at that time so I did not have much reason to speak to the director. Also, during this
time, Steve Warren assumed the title of Texas director of the federation. Whether this was an official appointment
or an assumption on his part, I do not know. What I do know is that neither of these people did much to help the
federation grow and many people left during their tenure. I do not know exactly when Mr. Hancock left the
organization but I understand it was another money dispute. I don’t know this for certain, only that he was not the
director for very long.
Jerry Partain assumed the lead position in the US and built the federation up a considerable amount, actively
recruiting other martial artists and it was during this period that my friend Jeff Ader and many others currently
active in our federation came on board. In the summer of 1996, Master Kise appointed 3 US Directors to administer
his federation stateside. These directors are as follows: Greg Lazarus for the eastern section, Jeff Ader for the midsection, and John Shipes for the western section. In 2015, Shihan Lazarus was removed from the federation and is
no longer a member. He was replaced with Shihan Loren Engelby in 2016 and an additional director, Shihan
Francisco Aguilar, was brought on to handle the off-shore (USA off-shore) dojos in particular Buenos Aires,
Argentina and Puerto Rico.
In approximately 2004, Grandmaster changed the name of our federation from the All Okinawa Shorinryu Karate
and Kobudo Federation (AOSKKF) to the Okinawa Shorinryu Matsumura-Orthodox Karate and Kobudo Federation
(OSMKKF). Sometime around this time, a man on Okinawa or Japan copyrighted the Matsuruma Seito name and
Grandmaster is not allowed to utilize it there and it was replaced with the Okinawa Shorinryu Kenshinkan KarateKobudo Federation(OSKKF). The OSMKKF remains the appropriate title for the USA and affiliate off-shore
schools.
The four directors, along with Grandmaster and Kaicho, strive to make our federation strong and a good experience
for the members through seminars and such. Our federation is stronger today than it has been all the time since the
early 80’s that I first joined it. We have active members all across the United States and in many other countries
such as Australia, Argentina (and other South American countries), the West Indies, the Philippine Islands, and of
course, Okinawa.

A brief history of Okinawan Karate
Generations of secrecy have shed a veil of mystery around the history and origin of Okinawan Karate. To a certain
degree this veil of secrecy still exists. This, coupled with a general lack of written records, has created a void of
information on the early years of Ryu Kyu martial arts. What little information we have has come to us through
scattered bits and pieces that somehow have come into the possession of modern Karate historians or from those of
us who were fortunate enough to have been told some of the history from an Okinawan Sensei. Nevertheless, any
attempt to write on Karate history will leave "many stones unturned", and the following attempt is no exception; a
lot of questions are left unanswered. Perhaps, one day we will have more information.
Early History of Okinawan Karate
Early Okinawan Karate or Tode (Tuide) as it was called owes its origin to a mixture of indigenous Okinawan
fighting arts and various "footfighting" systems and empty hand systems of Southeastern Asia and China. The
Okinawans, being a seafaring people, were almost in constant contact with mainland Asia. It is quite likely that
Okinawan seamen visiting foreign ports of call may have been quite impressed with local fighting techniques and
incorporated these into their own fighting methods.
Interest in unarmed fighting arts greatly increased during the 14th century when King Sho Hashi of Chuzan
established his rule over Okinawa and banned all weapons. A more rapid development of Tode followed in 1609
when the Satsuma Clan of Kyushu, Japan occupied Okinawa and again banned the possession of weapons. Thus
Tode or Okinawan-te, as the Satsuma Samurai soon called it, became the only means of protection left the
Okinawan. Thus, it was this atmosphere that honed the early Karate-like arts of Okinawa into such a weapon that
they enabled the island people to carry on a guerilla-type war with the Japanese Samurai that lasted into the late
1800's.
So, Tode or Okinawan-te developed secretly to keep the Japanese from killing the practitioners and teachers of the
deadly art. Tode remained underground until the early 1900's when it was brought into the Okinawan school system
to be incorporated into physical education methods.
Development of Styles and Systems of Karate-Do
Chatan Yara was one of the early Okinawan Masters of whom some information exists. Some authorities place his
birth in about 1670 in the village of Chatan, Okinawa; others place his birth at a much later date. In any case, he
contributed much to Okinawan Karate. He is said to have studied in China for 20 years. His techniques with the Bo
and Sai greatly influenced Okinawan Kobudo. His kata, "Chatan Yara no Sai", "Yara Sho no Tonfa", and "Chatan
Yara no Kon" are widely practiced today.
Most modern styles of karate can be traced back to the famous Satunuku Sakugawa (17331815) called "Tudi Sakugawa". Sakugawa first studied under Peichin Takahara of Shuri. Later
Sakugawa went to China under the famous KuSanku. KuSanku had been a military attache in
Okinawa. Upon Master KuSanku's return to China, Sakugawa followed him and remained in
China for six years. In 1762 he returned to Okinawa and introduced his Kenpo; this resulted in
Karate as we know it today. Sakugawa became a famous Samurai; he was given the title
Satunuku or Satonushi; these were titles given to Samurai for service to the Okinawan King. Sakugawa had many
famous students; among them are:
Chikatosinunjo Sokon Matsumura
Satunuku Makabe (nickename: Mabai Changwa)
Satunuku Ukuda (Bushi Ukuda)
Chikuntonoshinunjo Matsumoto (Bushi Matsumoto).
Kojo Kumemura (Kugushiku of Kuninda)
Yamaguchi of the East (Bushi Sakumoto)
Usume (aged man) of Andaya (Iimundun)
Sakugawa contributed greatly to Okinawan Karate; we honor him today by continuing many of the concepts he
introduced. Sakugawa's greatest contribution was in teaching the great Sokon "Bushi" Matsumura.

Bushi Matsumura (1797-1889) studied under Sakugawa for four years. He rapidly developed into a
Samurai. He was recruited into the service of the Sho Family and was given the title Satunuku, later
rising to Chikutoshi. At some time during his career Bushi Matsumura was sent to China to train in
the famous Shorinji (Shaolin Temple). He is alleged to have remained in China for many years.
Upon his return to Okinawa, Matsumura established the Shurite or Suidi that later became know as
Shorin Ryu.
Shorin Ryu is the Okinawan-Japanese pronunciation of the Chinese writing characters called Shaolin in China. In
both languages Shorin or Shaolin means "Pine Forest". Ryu simply means "methods handed down" or methods of
learning such as those of a school.
Bushi Matsumura lived a long and colorful life. He fought many lethal contests; he was never defeated. He was the
last Okinawan warrior to be given the title "Bushi". He contributed greatly to Okinawan Karate. He brought the
White Crane (Hakutsuru) concept to Okinawa from the Shorinji in China. He passed on his menkyokaiden
(certificate of full proficiency) to his grandson, Nabe Matsumura.
Nabe Matsumura brought the old Shorin Ryu secrets into the Modern Age. His name does not
appear in many Karate lineage charts. He was alleged to be very strict and preferred to teach
mainly family members. Not much information on him is available; his date of birth and death is
not know. He must have been born in the 1850's and died in the 1930's. He was called "Old Man
Nabe" and is said to have been one of the top Karate men of this time. He passed on his menkyokaiden to his nephew Hohan Soken.
Hohan Soken was born in 1889; this was a time of great social changes in both Okinawa and Japan. The old fudal
system was giving way to modernization. The aristocracy was forced to work beside the peasants. Hohan Soken
was born into a Samurai family; at an early age he chose to study his ancestors' art of Shorin Ryu under his uncle,
Nabe Matsumura. At the age of 13 young Soken began his training. For 10 years Hohan Soken practiced the basics.
At the age of 23, Soken began learning the the secrets of Hakutsuru. So proficient did Hohan Soken become in the
art that his uncle, Nabe, passed on the style of Shorin Ryu Matsumura Seito Karate-Do to him.
In the 1920's to 1945 Hohan Soken lived in Argentina. Upon his return to Okinawa the
Matsumura Seito Karate-do style returned also. Soken saw that Karate had greatly changed; sport
Karate had all but replaced the ancient methods. Soken did not change, he valued himself as the
last of the old masters. He refused to join some of the more fashionable Karate Associations. He
stayed with the old ways and did much to cause a rebirth of interest in Kobudo and old Shorin
ways. Master Soken retired from Karate in 1978. For many years he was the world's oldest living and active Karate
Master.
Development of Kobudo--Okinawan Weaponry
Some 200 years ago, Japan began to assert control over the island of Okinawa. One of the Edicts forced the
Okinawan people to turn over their weapons to the Japanese. With typical ingenuity the Okinawans learned to fight
without weapons, or with whatever came to hand during times of conflict. With the possible exception of the Sai; a
metal sword-blocking instrument, what did come to hand were articles found in day-to-day use in feudal times: the
Kama, Tonfa, Bo, and Nunchaku. The Kama, a hand sickle is still widely used to day as a farming implement in
Okinawa. The Tonfa is about 17 inches long and is equipped with a short, knoblike handle. Originally it was used
as a means to turn a small gristmill. Gripped by the handle with the longer length tucked under the arm the weapon
is for the most part concealed, but the knob end can inflict painful injuries when jabbed into the adversary. Anyone
adept at Karate is able to flip the Tonfa around with a flick of the wrist and the longer end becomes the "business"
part of the weapon. The Bo is simply a long staff used to carry burdens, yoke fashion, on the shoulders. Slender but
strong, the Bo becomes a weapon for jabbing, puncturing, or slashing. The Nunchaku was developed and used by
the farmers of Okinawa as an instrument of self-delfense, it was originally used a bridle on the farm horse. Though
less powerful than the Bo, the Nunchaku is more convenient to carry, because of its smaller size. It is not always a
handy weapon because of the difficulty in manipulating it. Skillful use calls for a considerable amount of practice,
and insufficient practice may result in self inflicted injury. A veteran, of course, can skillfully manipulate
Nunchakus blindfolded, as if the sticks were part of his own body.

In contrast to Karate, which has been steadily gaining popularity all over the world for the past few decades, other
ancient Martial Arts of Okinawa namely Okinawan Kobudo have, for lack of instructors and people to carry on the
tradition, reached and were at one time in danger of being almost totally forgotten. Both Ancient Okinawan Martial
Arts, Kobudo and Karate are wheels at the opposite ends of the Arts, therefore, it is clearly a mistake to consider
Karate to be the only Okinawan martial Art.
Today Kenshin Kan schools throught the world still teach these old traditional Kobudo Kata's as well as the practice
of Kumite with these weapons. Although I have mentioned only some of the more commonly knownweapons, there
are other weapons still used and taught by this Association. Such as the Nunte, Nunte Bo, Ekku or Eiku, Kama
Kusari, Nitan Bo, Chize Kun Bo, and Tekko, to name just a few.
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Master Hohan Soken 1889-1982

Always act in a courteous manner.
During training, concentrate to the limit of your mental endurance. Give your all mentally
and physically as training without concentration prevents advancement.
The physical and mental training of Karate should be combined as one. The heart, mind,
and body should be in unison at all times.
Heed the advice of your teacher and of the more advanced students of other schools, listen to
and never forget their advice.
Listening and watching are key points to advancement.
In order to advance, one must strive to obtain the true spirit of Karate.
Training is on a continuous basis, and one learns a little at a time. do not take breaks in
training as it will result in a step backwards.
Always strive for advancement and when advanced, one must not brag or boast.
Self-praise and over-confidence is a sickness that corrupts training.
Refrain from over-eating, drinking, and smoking, for these bad habits hinder the
effectiveness of your training.
Karate training has no limits. Step by step, study by study, and one day in the future you
will undoubtedly enter the temple of Shaolin.

Hohan Soken
1889 - 1982

Shaolin Temple Arts of China

Native “Te” Arts of Okinawa

Kusanku

Peichin Takahara

Yara of Chatan

Tode Sakugawa
(1733-1815)

Shaolin Temple
(Shorinji)

Chinto

Sokon “Bushi” Matsumura
(1797 – 1889)

Nabe Matsumura
(1850 – 1930)

Hohan Soken
(1889 – 1982)

Fusei Kise
(1935 -

)

Isao Kise
(1957 - )

OSMKKF-USA

John Shipes

Jeff Ader

Athens Karate School
Okinawan Karate Club of Springfield
Okinawa-te Dojo, Trinidad WI
Buffalo Shorinryu Karate
Tyler Karate Academy
Pine Forest Martial Arts
Maine Traditional Karate
Orland Karate and Kobudo
Evergreen Karate & Kobudo Club
Kaizen Martial Arts San Angelo
Kaizen Martial Arts Ft Worth
B/CS Karate & Kobudo
Georgia Kenshinkan
Bushido Fitness
Open Heart, Mind & Hand Dojo
Dragonfly Karate & Kobudo

All Okinawa Karate
KS-Karate
Solano Beach Dojo
Johnson Street Dojo
Spohrer Dojo
Cessna Dojo

Loren Engelby
Glacial Ridge Karate Club
Chain of Lakes Karate Club

Master Kise's #1 AR Dojo
Broadway Shorinryu
White Rock Kenshinkan

Francisco Aguilar
Yuma Shorinryu Karate
Arizona Western College Karate
Harvest Prep Academy Karate
Dojo Bonsai - BA, Argentina
Dojo Sokan - BA, Argentina
Matsumura Seito of Puerto Rico

MAXIMS FOR THOSE STUDYING “KARATE”
1.

Those who study Karate should try hard and see the heart of Karate-Principle:
Karate aims mentally to foster such heart as acts right in the sight of God and men, and technically to
have such power as bring any savage beasts to one’s knees. That is, Karate is perfect when both
mentally and technically is completed together.

2.

Those who study Karate should show a fine example, of gentlemen, in public life by means of building a
fine character, as well as strive hard to master techniques of Karate.

3.

4.

Those who study Karate should bear in mind the followings:
a.

To be well mannered.

b.

To be always modest and gentle in attitude.

c.

To have a sense of shame, and be clean-handed.

d.

To be self-controlled and not blinded by avarice.

e.

To be manly and decisive, and do things decidedly, not dauntedly, with strong will.

Those who study Karate should, with modest attitude, receive teacher’s instructions, should refrain
strictly from self-willed or big-headed, should be broad-minded, willingly listen to others criticisms, and
should always examine oneself: fully should realize that, in Karate, character is the first consideration.

5.

Those who study Karate should bear in mind that decisive and prompt in action is the first essential in
Karate, and rough and ready in action is better than being slow and elaborate.
Special Headquarters on Okinawa
National Karate League of Japan

Mr. Kise Fusei
The above was copied from a plaque in the Honbu Dojo, Okinawa

If you really want to do something, you will find a way.
If you don’t, you’ll find an excuse…unknown

Fusei Kise, Hanshi-sei, Judan
Master Kise’s history has been presented much more completely than I will do here in the two books that he has
authored. What follows has been pieced together by me from available information.
Fusei Kise was born in Yomitan, Okinawa and began his martial arts training at the age of twelve with his uncle,
Cho Makabe. Sensei Jerry Partain once told me that Master Kise began his training with his uncle due to the fact
that his father was killed during the battle of Okinawa during World War II. Sensei Partain told me that Master
Kise’s uncle trained him in tuite but Master Kise later later told me that his training with his uncle was basic karate,
focusing on punching and kicking. Either way, he began his training with his uncle when he was 12. This was in
1947. Going to school each day and training in karate and kobudo techniques every night developed great physical
and mental strength in young Fusei Kise. This carried on throughout his youth and fed his obsession with becoming
a great karate master.
Like all great masters of martial arts, Master Kise had many teachers and his lineage reads like a who’s who of
historic masters. Master Kise became a student of Master Nobutake Shingake in 1955. I have, as yet, been unable
to find any information regarding Shingake Sensei. At whatever point I am able to, this section will be updated to
reflect that information.
Master Kise became a student, or a student of a
student of Zenryo Shimabuku Sensei’s in 1958.
Shimabuku Sensei was a disciple of Chotoku Kyan.
During the battle of Okinawa, Shimabuku Sensei
carried the aging karate master on his back to avoid
the Japanese invaders, hiding in caves. Master
Kyan starved to death, as did many other
Okinawans, during this time. A tragic loss to the
karate world by tragic means. Any student of
Okinawan karate should read and learn something
about the battle of Okinawa as it is a tragic chapter
in the history of a peaceful island people.
Shimabuku Sensei was not directly related to the
other famous Shimabuku brothers, Eizo and Tatsuo.
His style was known as Seibukan Shorinryu and
also known as Shorinji. He had trained as a child
under Yabu Kentsu and Chomo Hanashiro in a club
at the First Middle School, whose president was
Chojun Miyagi.
When he left this facility,
Shimabuku had and took advantage of, an
opportunity to become a disciple of Chotoku Kyan.
After World War II, Shimabuku taught in an open
field until 1962, when he founded the Seibukan or
Holy Art School, and it was during this time period
when Master Kise studied his system.
Many of Master Kise’s early students studied with him when he taught Shorinjiryu and this led to some confusion in
later years when he switched entirely to Mastsumura Orthodox. Many thought he had changed his system when in
fact, he had changed to a different system from what they learned earlier.
Master Kise received his Yondan during this time period, which was his first rank, as belts and ranks hadn’t
generally been used before that in Okinawan karate. In 1958, Master Kise began studying under Grand Master
Hohan Soken, the third successor of Shorin Ryu Matsumura Orthodox Karate-Do. In 1960 he was a student of
Grand Master Shigeru Nakamura, Okinawan Kenpo Karate-Do Federation and qualified for his 7th degree Black
Belt after five years of training. Master Kise became a Shihan or Master on January 1, 1965 when he passed the 7th
Dan examination under Grand Master Shigeru Nakamura, Okinawan Kenpo Karate-Do Federation.
Grand Master Shigeru Nakamura, a lifetime friend of Zenryo Shimabuku’s, used an old term, Okinawa Kenpo, for
his style rather than adding to the maze of names becoming in vogue. He had began his karate training in school

with his friend, Zenryo Shimabuku as a youth. He also learned a style brought back from China by Sakiyama and
Nakaima from Kuniyoshi Peichin. Nakamura Sensei was known as an extremely rough taskmaster. He pioneered
the use of protective sparring armor or bogu gear in Okinawa and was an advocate of rough classes and hard, fullcontact sparring. Two of his other students of some renown were Seiyu Oyata and Seikichi Odo.
At that time Master Kise taught and practiced Shorinju-Ryu Karate-Do; also during this time he was studying Shorin
Ryu under Grand Master Hohan Soken. On January 1, 1967 Master Kise passed the examination for 7th Dan under
Grand Master Hohan Soken, Shorin Ryu Karate Matsumura Seito Karate-Do Federation. Shortly after this, Master
Kise switched completely over to the Shorin Ryu Matsumura Orthodox Karate-Do. On January 3, 1972 Master Kise
qualified for the Hanshi title by passing the 8th Dan examination held by the Grand Master Hohan Soken and Master
Makabe.
Hohan Soken was born in 1889; this was a time of great social changes in both Okinawa and Japan. The old fudal
system was giving way to modernization. The aristocracy was forced to work beside the peasants. Hohan Soken
was born into a Samurai family and at an early age he chose‚ to study his ancestors' art of Shorin Ryu under his
uncle, Nabe Matsumura. At the age of 13 young Soken began his training. For 10 years Hohan Soken practiced the
basics. At the age of 23, Soken Sensei began learning the the secrets of Hakutsuru. So proficient did Hohan Soken
become in the art that his uncle, Nabe, passed on the style of Shorin Ryu Matsumura Orthodox Karate-Do to him.
In the 1920's to 1945 Hohan Soken lived in Argentina. Upon his return to Okinawa the Matsumura Orthodox
Karate-do style returned also. Soken saw that Karate had greatly changed; sport Karate had all but replaced the
ancient methods. Soken did not change, he valued himself as the last of the old masters. He refused to join some of
the more fashionable Karate Associations. He stayed with the old ways and did much to cause a rebirth of interest
in Kobudo and old Shorin ways. Master Soken retired from Karate in 1978. For many years he was the world's
oldest living and active Karate Master. One of Master Soken’s senior students was Master Fusei Kise.
In his book, “Complete Aikido,” Sensei Roy Suenaka has a chapter regarding his training time in Okinawa with
Master Soken and Master Kise and it is very interesting reading as the stories are of more a first-person, personal
nature rather than history regurgitated as so many stories are. It tells something of the nature of Master Kise in his
younger years when he gained his reputation for putting his karate on the line out on the floor, where it belongs. I
would encourage people to read this chapter in the Sensei Suenaka’s book for these reasons.
Master Kise founded Shorinryu Kenshin Kan in 1978 upon the retirement of Master Soken. His organization, the
All Okinawa Shorinryu Karatedo and Kobudo Federation is worldwide with dojos in many foreign countries.
Around the year 2000, Grandmaster Kise renamed his association to the Okinawa Shorinryu Matsumura Orthodox
Karate and Kobudo Federation and it remains this to this date.
Master Kise’s son, Isao Kise is the Kaicho, or President, and chief instructor of the OSMKKF and is a tremendous
karateman in his own right. He began his training at a very early age and has trained in Matusumura Orthodox
virtually his entire life. One story he recounted to me was that the Nunchaku kata that we do was taught to him by
Master Soken when he was a young boy. To watch Kaicho perform kata or fighting techniques is to watch karate at
its very best. He is an exemplary example for all of us to follow. Kaicho will succeed Grand Master Kise if and
when Grandmaster ever retires and will continue the traditions of Shorinryu Kenshin Kan.

If I have been able to see further, it is only by standing on the
shoulders of giants…Isaac Newton

Isao Kise, Hanshi, Judan
Grandmaster Kise’s son, Isao Kise, is the current president
(Kaicho) of Grandmaster’s organization, overseeing the
worldwide operation of member school and is referred to by this
title, Kaicho. Kaicho was born in Okinawa on July 27, 1957
and started his karate training under his father at the age of 3
years old.
At the tender age of 11, Kaicho began karate train with his
father’s teacher, Grandmaster Hohan Soken and at the age of
12, Master Soken taught Kaicho the nunchaku kata that we do
in our style today, Soken no Nunchaku. Through diligent
practice, Kaicho earned his black belt at the age of 13. In the
same year (1970), Kaicho was invited to do a solo kata
demonstration at the World Expo in Osaka. When Kaicho was
15 years old, he began teaching classes at the Kadena U.S.O.
and since then, he has taught at a number of U.S. bases in
Okinawa such as Camp Foster, Camp Hansen, Camp Schwab,
Camp Courtney and Camp Hansen.
Kaicho has brought his energetic and informative style of
teaching Grandmaster’s sytem to many dojos throughout the
world. Kaicho accompanies Grandmaster on his annual trips to
the United States each year and has been doing this since 1992
when he made his first visit to the US. Kaicho has also visited Argentina and Australia with Grandmaster a number
of times visiting Argentina for the first time in 2005 and Australia in 2009. While in Argentina, at Buenos Aires and
Salta, Kaicho conducted training sessions for the Argentinean Police Force, the Argentinian Army and at two branch
dojos there.
Over the years, Kaicho had competed and won a number of karate tournaments such as:
1. Ryukyu-U.S. Friendship Karate Championship Tournament (November, 1979) - First place in kata, kumite
and kobudo
2. International Karate Championship Tournament (1984) - First place in kata, kumite and kobudo
3. Okinawa-City Karate Championship Tournament (1991) - First place in kata
Kaicho is active on Okinawa teaching classes daily at the Honbu Dojo and has been a Vice-President of Okinawa
City Karate Federation since 2006 (to date).
Kaicho also has been instrumental in bringing sport techniques and kata into our system and is constantly refining
his methods and techniques. He has introduced a number of Tanren kata into our system to enhance the training of
the members including Wansu, Ananku, Seisan, Passai Dai, Kusanku and Sepai. . Additionally, he has introduced
Nijushiho and Jion into our system which are now required kata for black belt promotions. Kaicho has introduced
several Kobudo kata into our system as well including Syushi no kon Sho and Dai.
Kaicho was awarded the title of Hanshi in 2001 and received his Kudan (9 th degree black belt) in 2009 and was
promoted to Judan (10th degree black belt) in 2018 by Grandmaster Fusei Kise. It should be noted that Kiacho’s
Judan certificate also bears the stamp of O’Sensei Hohan Soken to commorate Kaicho’s lineage to Matsumura
Orthodox Karate and Kobudo.
Kaicho works closely with the US Directors to improve and organize our federation so that it is equal to all who
participate. Kaicho will succeed Grandmaster as the senior member of our organization someday to continue the
legacy began by his father.

The Directors of the OSMKKF-USA
In the summer of 1996, Grandmaster Fusei Kise established a set of Federation Directors for the United States
schools. The three people that were appointed to this position wereShihan Greg Lazarus, Shihan Jeff Ader and
Shihan John Shipes as outlined in the letter below. In 2015, Shihan Greg Lazarus was dismissed as a US Director
for misconduct and subsequently to that, expelled from the organization and is no longer a member.

In the spring of 2016, Shihan Francisco Aguilar was appointed as the US Off-Shore Director to oversee the off-shore
dojos including the dojos located in Buenas Aires, Argentina, Puerto Rico, and additional dojos as they come
aboard. Also, in the spring of 2016, Shihan Loren Engelby was appointed a director-designate to begin an
apprenticeship to becoming a US Director. Shihan Engelby was made a full director in the spring of 2017. Both of
these men make a considerable contribution to our federation and their participation is greatly appreciated.

The OSMKKF-USA Directors
Francisco Aguilar, John Shipes, Isao Kise, Jeff Ader, Loren Engelby

John Shipes, Hachidan, Hanshi
I began my formal train in martial arts in 1977 in Tae Kwon Do under Mr.
Roy Kurban in Arlington, Texas and trained there intermittently (because of
college) for 4 years. In 1981, I met and began training with Sensei Steve
Warren in Palestine, Texas in Master Kise’s style. In 1982, I began training
in the Cha Yon Ryu system of Master Kim Soo under Sensei Ken Pickle,
also in Palestine, Texas as this was more what I was used to as it was
primarily a Tae Kwon Do style. This too was to be short-lived as I returned
to Sensei Warren’s a year later. I was awarded my Shodan by Sensei Steve
Warren in 1984.
The eighties and nineties were a busy time for me in martial arts as I trained
in Palesine until 1989 when I moved to Arizona. I also trained when I
could under Sensei Richard Sapp in his style of American Shorin Kenpo
Karate. I was subsequently awarded a 7th degree black belt by Sensei Sapp
in 2001. This was also the time, 1988, that I began training in the Jeet Kune
Do system of Sifu Larry Hartsell via seminars. This training was in Jeet
Kune Do Kung Fu, Kali and Thai Boxing. I accumulated approximately 50
hours of seminar time with this fascinating man who was once a student of
Bruce Lee. I also accumulated an additional 32 hours in the same style
under Sifu Marc McFann and Sifu Terry Gibson. Both very accomplished
martial artists.
In 1994, I became a formal student of Kyoshi Jerry Partain in Grandmaster Kise’s system. I also opened the Athens
Karate School that same year. I was awarded my 6th degree black belt in 1996 under Sensei Partain and formally
became the student of Master Fusei Kise. I also becamse a US Director at that time along with Shihan Jeff Ader and
Shihan Greg Lazarus.
In 2001, I was awarded my Nanadan (7th degree black belt) by Master Kise. The next year, I promoted and
instructed the first annual Athens Karate School Winter Tuite Camp, held every December. The techniques in this
camp are largely influenced by the techniques learned from Sifu Hartsell as well as Master Kise and others. It has
been held every year for the past 15 years. I was awarded my Hachidan (8 th degree black belt) in 2009 by
Grandmaster in Shorin Ryu Matsumura Orthodox Karate and Kobudo and in 2010, I received my Hanshi
(Grandmaster) title by Master Kise and his son, Kaicho Isao Kise, my primary teachers.
In 2011, I met and begin training with Tuhon Ray Parra of Austin, TX in Jun Fan, Kali and related disciplines. I
continue to train with my good friend, Tuhon Parra to this day and have achied a Level 1 Full Instructor under him.
Currently, I am the owner and chief instructor of the Athens Karate School in Athens, TX and teach the discipline of
Shorin Ryu Kenshin Kan/Matsumura Orthodox of Hanshi Fusei Kise along with the Jun Fan/Kali discipline of
Tuhon Ray Parra.

Jeff Ader, Hanshi, Hachidan
Hanshi Ader began training in June 1970 under Alfred Gossett in
Goshin Do Karate and Jiu Jitsu. During the 70’s Hanshi Ader also had
the opportunity to train occasionally with several of the pioneers of
Karate in America who taught in the NY/NJ area.
These men were Peter Urban, Gary Alexander, Don Nagle and Frank
VanLenten. All were a huge influence on his training then and in the
future.
After 20 years of study and training Sensei Ader was promoted to 5th
Dan in June of 1990, shortly before converting to Kenshin Kan under
Sensei Jerry Partain and Grand Master Fusei Kise. This was another
tremendous opportunity and led to my friendship with John Shipes
Hanshi who has also been a wonderful influence on my training and
teaching
Hanshi Ader was promoted to 6th Dan Shihan on June 9th, 1996 and
was also appointed one of the three US directors at that time along
with Kyoshis Greg Lazarus and John Shipes. Sensei Ader was
promoted to 7th Dan Kyoshi by Master Kise in June of 2001. After
continued training, study, teaching and research Hanshi Ader was
graded to 8th degree Black Belt on May 31, 2009 by Grand Masters Fusei Kise and Isao Kise. On Nov. 9, 2010
Hanshi Ader was awarded the title of “Grand Master” by Supreme Grand Master Fusei Kise and the board of
directors of the OSMKKF.
It has been a tremendous honor to serve as a U. S. Director under Supreme Grand Master Fusei Kise and Supreme
Instructor Kaicho Isao Kise who have been my teachers and friends for so many years. It is also a great privilege to
work alongside Hanshi John Shipes and our Off shore Director, Kyoshi Francisco Aguillar and our Director
Designate Kyoshi Loren Engelby.
Hanshi Ader continues today in his role as a U. S. Director of the OSMKKF, while keeping a strenuous teaching,
research, writing and seminar schedule.

Francisco “Taco” Aguilar, Hachidan, Kyoshi
Kyoshi Aguilar was born in Mexicali Mexico July 20, 1953 and enlisted
in the United States Marine Corps August 24, 1970. He became a
naturalized citizen August 8, 1973 and is currenty married to Erika
Vazquez-Aguilar have two children Kamyla, and Keilem.
Kyoshi Aguilar began his martial arts training in 1970 in taekwondo
while stationed in Hawaii. This lasted for approximately 6 months. His
training resumed in 1973 in Shotokan Karate and this lasted for
approximately two years until he was reassigned to MCAS Iwakuni,
Japan where he trained in Chinese Goju Karate from 1975 to 1976. It
was during this time that Kyoshi Aguilar went to Okinawa and studied
under then Kudan Fusei Kise for 2 months at Camp Foster in Shorinryu
Matsumura Orthodox Karatedo.
In 1976, Kyoshi Aguilar was stationed at Camp Pendleton, California
and studied ALO Kempo Karate from 1976 to 1978 and in 1978,
switched to Isshinryu Karate from 1978 to 1979.
Upon his return to Okinawa, Japan from 1979 to 1980, he studied under
Grandmaster Kise in his style and was promoted to the rank of shodan.
He was then reassigned to MCAS Yuma, Arizona for two years and
opened his own dojo teaching Grandmaster Kise’s style.
In 1982, Kyoshi Aguilar returned to Okinawa and taught classes for Master Kise at the Makiminato Dojo and
during this time, studied and trained under both Master Kise and Sensei Isao Kise at the main dojo. He was there for
approximately three years and was promoted to the rank of Nidan. Subsequent to this assignment, Kyoshi Aguilar
was transferred to the Marine base in Amarillo, Texas in 1985 and remained there for three years. During this time,
he opened his own dojo at Texas State Technical Institute and taught Grandmaster’s style at these classes. He also
studied with two different Tae Kwon Do schools, Harvey’s USA Tae Kwon Do and Master Cho’s World Tae Kwon
Do Federation to prepare for the All Arm Forces trials held in Little Creek, Virginia in an attempt to qualify for the
1988 Olympic Team but wasn’t successful in his bid for the team.
From 1988 until 1991, Kyoshi Aguilar was in San Diego, California and taught Grandmaster’s style at the Marine
Corps Recruit Depot. He returned to Okinawa after this assignment in 1991 for two more years and was promoted
to Sandan the first year he was there. He was able to resume his training under Master Kise and Sensei Isao Kise
and also to teach classes for them at Camp Foster and at Kadena Air Force Base. Upon his departure in 1993, he
was promoted to Yondan. The next three years took him to Camp Pendleton and he was able to open a dojo at Del
Mar, Camp Pendleton, California until his return to Okinawa in 1996. Upon his return to Okinawa, he taught
children and adult classes at Camp Courtney and Camp McT and studied and taught at the main dojo. In 1999, he
was promoted to the rank of Rokudan (6th degree black belt) and departed Okinawa for the last time.
Kyoshi Aguilar returned to Twenty Nine Palms, California HqBn and taught for one year before retiring from the
US Marine Corps in 2000 after 30 years of service. He was retired with the rank of Master Gunnery Sergeant
(MGYSGT/E9).
Since retiring, Kyoshi Aguilar has attended numerous training camps state-side and hosted Grandmaster in 2008,
Kaicho Isao Kise in 2011and accompanied both Grandmaster and Kaicho to Argentina for a training camp there in
2015. He was promoted to Nanadan (7th degree black belt) Kyoshi in May of 2009 and was appointed as the
OSMKKF USA Off-Shore Director in May of 2016. Kyoshi Aguilar received his Hachidan in the spring of 2018.
Kyoshi Aguilar currently resides in Yuma, Arizona and teaches at his dojo there, Yuma Shorin Ryu Karate (YSK),
Arizona Western College (AWC) Main Campus and Harvest Prepatory Academy YMCA in Yuma.

Loren Engelby, Hachidan, Kyoshi
Kyoshi Engelby began his martial arts training in 1983 while in College
in Des Moines, Iowa. After college, he returned home to northern Iowa
and wanted to continue training. In 1984, Kyoshi Engelby found a
branch of the S&S Shorin Ryu Karate Club in Fairmont, Minnesota and
began training there. The club was founded by Dwight Stewart &
Michael Shoenberger of Bemidji, Minnesota. Kyoshi Engelby’s Sensei
was Stuart Hazard. Sensei Dwight Stewart trained with Grandmaster
Soken and Grandmaster Kise on Okinawa while stationed there in the
1960’s or 1970’s.
In 1987, he earned the rank of Shodan. Shortly thereafter, as a result of
his Sensei moving a couple hours away, he and two other black belts
the dojo going. Over the next few years Sensei Hazard would return
on weekends and for testing. During that time, Sensei Hazard began
training in Kali, Escrima, and JKD. He shared his newly found interest
with me and we attended as many seminars as we could.
Setting goals has always been important to Kyoshi Engelby and one of
his first goals was to earn the rank of black belt. Then Nidan became a
long-term goal. His Sensei was a Sandan at the time, so Nidan sounded
pretty good. Sensei Hazard was a great teacher, technician, and friend
so when he asked Kyoshi Engelby to help keep the dojo going when he
moved away, it was indeed an honor.
In the early 1990’s Kyoshi learned that Master Kise had been visiting the United States annually and attended a
camp and became a student under Kyoshi Jerry Partain. In 1993, he received his Sandan and in 1994, he opened his
first dojo in Atwater, Minnesota where he currently resides with his wife Lois, a black belt in her own right. The
name of his dojo Glacial Ridge Karate Club because of the unique geology of this area. Grandmaster Kise, Kyoshi
Partain, Sensei Shipes and Sensei Ader would all visit the Atwater dojo and provide instruction and guidance that
kept us going.
Kyoshi Engelby has had the privilege to travel to Okinawa in 2004 and then again in 2010. Both were incredible
experiences and he is looking forward to a return soon. As always, it seems like work can get in the way of this!
A personal note from Kyoshi Engelby:
I have met many people from many different martial arts styles through my years of training. Most of them have
influenced me in some way. I have learned from many styles and ranks. One of my most exciting and rewarding
moments is when “the light bulb turns on”. Not only in my personal training but when I am working with someone.
That lightbulb does a lot for us. It’s not magic. It just takes practice and it proves a little bit deeper understanding.
I am very excited to see our Federation grow. The dojo floors are full of current day and future leaders of this
Federation. Some of the most recent achievements of mine haven’t been goals, they just happened. Perhaps they
could be called “rewards”. In 2009, I was promoted to the rank of Nanadan and this year I was selected to be one of
the Federation Directors. A very tall order and I will do my best to fulfill my duties.
Set goals, listen, practice, and most important of all…..enjoy!! Sensei Loren
Kyoshi Engelby received his Hachidan in the spring of 2018.

Customs & Protocol
Karate and the study of martial arts in general, is filled with traditions and protocols for "how to act" in certain
situations. New students to martial arts can sometimes become overwhelmed with this thinking that this behavior
borders on cultism or some other less than desirable behavior. One of the reasons for this is that we are studying a
martial art which was developed in another country with a culture very different from ours in the US. Learning the
traditions and protocols is a part of karate much as learning a kata or any other technique.
I personally subscribe to the notion that the traditions of Karate are important and necessary to the proper learning of
Karate. Out of courtesy and respect to the pioneers in this system, and just because they are interesting and
expanding, I strongly urge you to learn and teach these traditions and protocols. They will give you an exposure to
another culture and increase your understanding of karate and other traditional Okinawan and Japanese martial arts.
I have no desire to enter the class and pretend to be Okinawan or Japanese as I am neither. Karate was developed in
a country very different from our own and these traditions help the student to obtain the proper mind-set for
traditional Karate training.
The guidelines and rules listed on these pages are the beginnings of your Karate endeavor and are presented to give
you a glimpse of how to act in a traditional dojo, of which you have elected to become a part. They are not intended
to, nor do they, cover every situation which will present itself. They are simply a set of guidelines describing how
students should conduct themselves while training at a dojo. Do not become trapped into thinking there are no other
ways, but always remember that courtesy and respect is a major part of your training, as well as a major part of the
way you conduct yourself out of the dojo.
If you have questions about these, please ask your instructor to clarify them for you. This is, of course, to be done
before or after training class begins or ends. If a situation is not covererd here, and surely many are not, simply act
in a courteous manner and above all, train hard, keep your mind pure, and enjoy the teachings of our Okinawan
Karate-do training experience.
Bowing
In martial arts, bowing is done as a show of courtesy, respect, and an acknowledgement to your instructor(s) that
you appreciate what they are doing for you. Japanese and Okinawan people are very conscious of personal space
and of the disease processes which can be spread by such acts as shaking hands so they adopted a custom of bowing
instead. While this is not the only reason this is done, it certainly is one of them.
Martial arts is a very serious business and requires a serious mind-set to be pursued properly. One must always
remember to have courtesy and respect for others lest you be caught unaware and suffer a defeat because of it, or
you injure someone because of lack of it. Listed below are some things to remember and consider when bowing to
others and also some guidelines of when a bow is appropriate.
1.

Always bow to acknowledge Sensei and greet him; ie: Good Morning, etc. This simply is a courtesy much
as it is anywhere else. It lets your instructor know that you are aware of his presence and that you are glad
to see him.

2.

Always bow with eyes down, your hands in an open position to your side, and your heels together.
Remember, one of the reasons we bow is out of courtesy and respect and if you feel that you must watch
someone when you bow, you must not trust them.

3.

Do not slap your thighs when bowing. A bow should be a serene moment when you are in touch with
deeper feelings. The noise of slapping your thighs can be disruptive to this moment.

4.

Bend at the waist at about a 30 degree angle. This is a general bow. Other types are a bow of 15 degrees for
a person of lesser importance and a bow of 45 degrees for the people of highest importance such as the
GrandMaster. Kneeling bows are also done at certain times such as the start and finish of class to convey
the utmost respect.

5.

Do not turn your back after bowing to Sensei or Sempai. Step back about 3 or 4 steps, then turn and
continue walking. To turn your back on someone bears the same conotation in this country which is one of
dismissal. You should never dismiss your seniors as it is ultimately disrespectful.

6.

Always bow and say "Thank You" after receiving instructions or corrections. Again, this is nothing more
than good manners and should be done anytime anyone helps you, inside or outside of the dojo.

7.

Always face Sensei and bow when he enters or leaves the dojo. The highest ranking student will call the
class to attention. This is done to let him know that you know he is in the dojo or is leaving the dojo. When
he enters, you are in effect, asking for his teaching, and when he leaves, you are in effect, thanking him for
teaching you.

8.

Always bow to the front of the dojo when entering and leaving the dojo. This is a method of paying respect
to the GrandMaster and the teachers who have gone before him.

9.

Never bow with your eyes straight ahead or hands in a fist. See number 2 above. The same logic applies
here. By keeping your fists clenched and your eyes up, you are implying that you do not trust the person
you are bowing to and that you are ready for his attack.

Gi/Obi
1.

Your obi (belt) should never be placed on the ground. Try to avoid it from touching the ground while tying
it around your waist. Your belt is a very important part of your mental attitude in karate and should be
treated with the utmost respect. In this country, you should not let the flag touch the ground for the same
reasons.

2.

Never face Sensei, Sempai, or a higher ranked student while adjusting or tying your gi or obi. If you are
out in public and you discover your fly is open, it is considered good manners to turn away from others
who may be watching to correct the problem. This is the same thing.

3.

Do not wear your obi outside the dojo. Again, your obi should be treated with the utmost respect and you
stand a bigger chance of getting it dirty by wearing it outside of the dojo. Some people have referred to this
as an invitation to a fight or bragging but I personally don't see this anymore than wearing a gi without a
belt would do.

4.

Assure that your obi is always tied properly and is always tight at the knot. You should make every effort
to remain neat and well kept during training. Additionally, If your belt becomes loose, it may unravel and
trip or entangle you at an inopportune moment.

5.

A complete white gi (uniform) must be worn, including an obi. Black belts of Shodan and Nidan rank may
wear a combination of black pants with a white top; black belts of Sandan and Yondan may wear a black
top and white bottoms in addition to the others; and black belts of Godan rank and above may wear a
complete black gi. All students should wear solid white gi's when in the presence of senior federation black
belts and the GrandMaster.

6.

Gis must be kept clean. Your gi should be laundered after each hard workout so the sweat does not "sour."
If this happens, you probably will never be able to get the smell out of your gi. Again, as was mentioned
above, you should strive to look your best at all times.

7.

Do not wash your obi as it contains the accumulation of all your knowledge and you will have to begin all
over again if you wash your belt. No, not really. You shouldn't wash it because it will discolor.

8.

If your gi or obi becomes undone, you must face the opposite way of Sensei or Sempai and readjust it. As
in number 2 above, this is simply a matter of good manners.

9.

Patches are discouraged with the exception of the AOSKKF breast patch and the kobudo shoulder patch,
both worn on the left side. School patches, if worn may replace the kobudo shoulder patch on the left
upper arm area. During camps with the GrandMaster, only Federation patches and a single school patch
should be worn.

10. The following lists the colors and stripe combinations used at the Honbu Dojo in Okinawa. Stripes on your
obi are to be on the left side when tied. Note that some schools in the US use different color belts for 9 thru
7 kyu ranks.
10 kyu (new student) – White belt with no stripes
9kyu – white belt with 1 green stripe (belt color and stripe colors optional)
8kyu - white belt with 2 green stripes (belt color and stripe colors optional)
7kyu – white belt with 3 green stripes (belt color and stripe colors optional)
6kyu – green belt with 1 brown stripe
5kyu - green belt with 2 brown stripes

4kyu - green belt with 3 brown stripes
3kyu - brown belt with 1 black stripes
2kyu - brown belt with 2 black stripes
1kyu - brown belt with 3 black stripe.
Black belts – obtain a federation black belt from Kaicho Isao Kise to conform with standards. This will be
an embroidered belt with your rank in stripes.
Dojo Etiquette
1. When sitting on the floor, sit on your knees or cross-legged and never show or expose the bottoms of your
feet to Sensei. In Okinawan and Japanese culture, this is considered to be disrespectful as the bottoms of
your feet are dirty.
2. When Sensei is teaching or observing the class, never walk between Sensei and class. You may break
Sensei's train of thought if you do this. If there is a situation where you must cross between the teacher and
the class, bow and extend your right hand in front of you saying 'Shitsurei shimasu' and cross quickly.
3. If you should get to class late and the class is bowing in, follow along in your street clothes then quickly
change into your gi. If the class is underway, wait for permission from the teacher before joining the class.
4. After changing, (#3) wait in the back of class at attention until you are recognized and allowed to join the
class. You should always get the teachers permission to join his class. Failure to do this is simply bad
manners.
5. During break - Sensei should receive water first, then Sempai. As with all things inside and outside of the
dojo, the Sensei should be first priority. It is the senior students responsibility to take care of the Sensei
with whatever he may need.
6. Receiving a certificate, belt, etc - When your name is called, respond with a loud "hai" (yes) to indicate
your presence. Walk quickly behind the line you are in (to the left) and up to the front. Stop and bow.
Walk across the front line. Stop and bow. Approach Sensei in a straight line and receive your certificate,
etc., with both hands, thank Sensei, back up 4 steps and bow. Back to the corner of the front line, bow, and
return to your space in line.
7. Do not place your certificate, belt, etc. on the floor, even when bowing at the end of class. As mentioned
above, your belt and rank certificate are very important to your attitude in karate and should be treated with
respect.
8. Only Sensei will decide if you are ready for testing. It is highly disrespectful for a student to ask. While
not a criminal offense, you are implying that your teacher has not been paying attention to you and does not
know you are ready to test. You should also bear in mind that you may not be as ready as you think you
are.
9. Footwear is not allowed to be worn in the dojo. This is a custom for entering a home in Okinawa and Japan
and relates to not bringing in germs and dirt from outside. Keep your dojo clean.
10. Instructors that are 4th dan and above will be referred to as Sensei. Sensei is a title meaning
who has gone before" and is used generally to mean teacher.

"one

11. Assistant Instructors that are 1st thru 3rd dan will be referred to as Sempai. The senior sempai of the dojo
may be referred to as Dai-Sempai.
12. When handing weapons to Sensei or other higher ranking students, always hand them handle or grip first.
This is obvious for safety's sake but is also a more respectful method of handing a weapon to someone.
This courtesy can certainly be extended to juniors as well.
13. Do not ask or question kata, techniques, etc. that are above your rank. If you desire to discuss techniques,
kata, etc with your Sensei, do so before or after class but not during. When you make a new rank, you will
generally learn new techniques for that level. Use the time until you are promoted to work on the
techniques for your level. You will never have any more time to work on a set of techniques than you do
when they are the required techniques for your level. Use this time wisely and refine these techniques.
There is a reason they are taught at certain levels. This will become clearer to you as you progress and look
back.

14. Sensei should always be prioritized at all functions within and outside the dojo. Your Sensei should be
important enough to you to show him the courtesy of being put first. This same thing applies to your
family.
Rules of the Dojo
1.

Remove shoes before entering the training area. As mentioned earlier, shoes are not worn in the dojo to
help keep the dojo clean. Wearing shoes into the dojo tracks in dirt and such from the outside.

2.

Bow when entering and leaving the dojo. As mentioned earlier, this is a method of paying respect to the
GrandMaster and the teachers who have gone before him.

3.

All students should do their best to maintain proper attendance. If you are unable to attend class for a time,
you should let your instructor know this. If you decide to stop attending classes altogether or to attend
another school, you should let your instructor know this. Your instructor will understand and will
encourage you in whatever forthright activity you elect to do. Keep in mind, karate is learned through
practice and more practice. Make a habit of attending class regularly and training hard. This will only
improve your karate.

4.

Dues are to be paid the first class of the month. Your Sensei should not have to ask for your dues. It is
your responsibility to pay your own way and contribute to the upkeep of your school and your teacher.
Dues should be placed in an envelope and placed on the desk for the teacher at the start of each month.

5.

Idle talk and horseplay will not be tolerated. These activities serve to disrupt the class and inhibit
everyones training. Remember, this is an art where you are learning to potentially hurt other people. It is
not a game!

6.

Students are expected to pay strict attention, listen to instructions, and train hard during class. This is how
karate is learned. If you are not going to pay attention, you should not be there. If your teacher must repeat
something because you weren't listening, you have wasted his time.

7.

Safety is to be the utmost in every students mind at all times. Many of the techniques we study can be
dangerous if care is not given to their application. If you fail to observe others safety when you are a
beginner, how can you honestly expect your teacher to show you the more advanced applications.

8.

Show proper respect to the Sensei and higher ranking students. As mentioned earlier, these people are
usually deserving of your respect and should be given it.

9.

Never exercise disagreement, unnecessary roughness, or an ill temper. These are inconsistant with the
tenets of karate and should be controlled. They may lead to someone being injured needlessly if not kept in
check.

10. Students will not be permitted to boast or brag of one's ability or strength inside or outside the dojo. As in
number 9 above, these things are not consistant with the tenets of karate and can lead to misunderstandings
where someone is hurt needlessly.
11. The dojo is to be kept neat, clean, and respectable. Serious training takes place in your dojo and it should
be treated with respect and kept clean. You should not wait until your Sensei asks for your help. If
something needs cleaning, clean it.
12. Good personal hygiene is to be observed. Nobody wants to train with someone who stinks or is otherwise
unkept. Be a good dojo brother or sister and be courteous to your training mates.
13. Fingernails and toenails are to be trimmed short. Excessive length of either can cause unneccessary injury
to your opponent. They can also be torn off if caught in a gi or something like that and it hurts pretty bad.
14. Do not lean against walls, support beams, weapons board, etc. It is not good practice for your balance to
constantly lean against things. Learn to balance yourself.
15. No jewelry is to be worn during class as it could cause injury. Wedding rings are, of course, excepted from
this. Even wedding rings can cause injury and should be removed.
16. Guard and do not touch the Shinza (the high place of the dojo, front of training area) or anything on it. The
Shinza or Kamiza is a place of respect to your dojo ancestors in karate and should be treated as a very

special place. It generally contains mementos of your teachers that may be irreplacible and as his student,
you should take care of it when he is not around.
17. Do not touch or use anyone else's weapon without their permission. Weapons are like belts, they are a very
personal thing and should not be used without permission. Many times, weapons are received as gifts and
if damaged, may not be replaced. You should have your own weapons and develop the feel for them.
18. The chain of command shall be exercised and respected. This means that you should not go to your Sensei
first but rather someone closer to your own rank. They can probably answer your question and you haven't
distracted your teacher from teaching the class.
19. Refrain from making critical comments about other styles, dojos, or instructors. All styles have merit and
you should not belittle yourself by criticizing another style when you may not understand the intricaticies
of their system. Martial artists tend to be a proud bunch of people and you may find yourself in a little
mess if you do this often enough.
20. Always conduct yourself in a formal and respectful manner at all times. By the time you get to this one,
you should have learned this from all the ones above it. We train in a serious endeavor where people can
get hurt if they are not careful. Because of this, you should develop a compassion for all creatures and
strive to exhibit good manners in every instance.
21. Mouthpieces, groin and hand and foot protection are required when participating in free-style kumite. As
mentioned earlier, safety should be first in your mind at all times. If you participate in free-style sparring,
make sure you and your partner are protected.

Instructions to Begin Class
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

“SEIRETSU”
(Line up)
“KIOTSUKI”
(Attention)
“USHIRO O MUITE GI TO OBI O NAOSU” (Turn around to your right, face rear of
Dojo and straighten uniform and belt)
“SHOMEN”
(Face Front)
“SEIZA”
(Kneel)
“SENSEI NI REI”
(Bow to the teacher)
Students: “ONEGAI SHIMASU”
(Please teach us)
Instructions to Begin Break
“SEIRETSU”
(Line up)
“USHIRO O MUITE GI TO OBI O NAOSU” (Turn around to your right, face rear of
Dojo and straighten uniform and belt)
“SHOMEN”
(Face Front)
“SENSEI NI REI”
(Bow to the teacher)
Students: “DOMO ARIGATO GOZAIMASHITA SENSEI” (Thank you very much for teaching me,
Teacher)
Instructions Returning from Break

1.
2.
3.
4.

“SEIRETSU”
(Line up)
“USHIRO O MUITE GI TO OBI O NAOSU” (Turn around to your right, face rear of
Dojo and straighten uniform and belt)
“SHOMEN”
(Face Front)
“SENSEI NI REI”
(Bow to the teacher)
Instructions to End Class

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

“SEIRETSU”
(Line up)
“KI O TUSKI”
(Attention)
“USHIRO O MUITE GI TO OBI O NAOSU” (Turn around to your right, face rear of
Dojo and straighten uniform and belt)
“SHOMEN”
(Face Front)
“SEIZA”
(Kneel)
“SENSEI NI REI”
(Bow to the teacher)
Students: “DOMO ARIGATO GOZAIMASHITA SENSEI” (Thank you very much for teaching me,
Teacher)
After standing up: “SENSEI NI REI” (Bow to the teacher)
Students: “DOMO ARIGATO GOZAIMASHITA, SAYONARA SENSEI”
(Thank you, Good-bye Teacher)

Line Up of Students in Class
All students including the highest ranking black belts will bow to the instructor. Then all black belts will turn and
face students from brown belt down, showing respect. Then black belts will again face head instructor, showing him
respect first and last.
Students will line up according to rank with the highest ranking student to the front right of the class. Each line is to
be filled.
X
X
X
B

X
X
X
B

X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
B
I

10 Kyu white belts at end of line
All other ranks according to rank
Black belts at front of line according to rank
Instructor at front of class

This changes just slightly when Master Kise or one of your Sensei’s Instructors is present:
X
X
X
B
I

X
X
X
B

X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
B
M

10 Kyu white belts at end of line
All other ranks according to rank
Black belts at front of line according to rank
Instructor
Master

General Phrases (Japanese in bold, English in Italics)
Hai - Yes
Iie - No
Dozo - Please
Ta Bun - Perhaps
Chotto Matte - wait just a minute
Shitsurei - pardon me
Gomen Nasai - excuse me
Sumimasen - I am sorry
Mo Ichido Itte Kudasai - repeat it, please
Arigato - thank you
Domo Arigato - thank you very much
Wakarimasu - I understand
Wakarimasen - I do not understand
Wakarimasu ka - Do you understand?
So omoimasu - I think so
So omoimasen - I do not think so
Konnichi wa - hello
Ohayo Gozaimasu - good morning
Komban wa - good evening
Sai yonara - good bye
Oyasumi nasai - good night
Dewa mata - until next time
Dewa nochi hodo - I’ll see you later
Dozo yoroshiku - pleased to meet you
Mata oide kudasai - please come again
Ikaga desu ka - how are you?
Watakushi wa - my name is …
Do des ka - how are things?
Genki desu - Fine, great, all right
Minasan ikaga desu ka - how is everyone?
Okagesama de genki desu - very well, thank you
Hajime Masho - let us begin
Okagesame de - fine, thanks
Seito - student
Hai, so desu - yes, it is
Sensei ni rei - bow to the teacher
Okusan - wife
Zarei - bowing from a kneeling position
Sensei ni muite - turn to the teacher
Shomen ni rei - bow to the front
Seidetsu - line up
Onegai Shimasu (OS) - please teach us
Otoshi - drop down
Yoi - ready (to begin)
Mokuso - meditate
Mate - halt, freeze
Sensei ni rei - bow to the teacher
Yasume - rest, relax
Otagai ni rei - bow to each other
Domo arigato gozai mashita - thank you very much
Yame - ready (to end)
Tsuzukete - continue
Mawatte - turn around
Do itashi mashite - you are welcome
Go kurosama – (To a junior)thank you for taking the time)
Go kurosama deshita – (To a junior)thank you for your work/help
Arigato Gozaimashita – (to a senior) Thank you for taking the time to teach us
Counting:
1 – Ichi
2 – Ni
3 – San
4 – Shi
5 – Go
6 – Roku
7 – Shichi
8 – Hachi
9 – Ku
10 – Ju
Once ten is reached, the numbers begin to repeat with the “tens” in front. For example, 11 – juichi, 12 – juni, 20 –
niju, 21 – nijuichi, etc.

Punches:

Kicks:

Punch – tsuki
Solar Plexus/Chest Punch – Chudan zuki
High/Chin Punch – Jodan zuki
Low Punch – Gedan zuki
Lunge Punch – Oi zuki
Reverse Punch – Gyaku zuki

Kick - keri
Front kick – mae geri
Low shin kick – gedan sokuto geri
Side kick – yoko-geri
Side kick to the front – zempo yoko geri
Roundhouse kick – mawashi geri
Back kick – ushiro geri

Stances:

Blocks:

Tachikata – stance
Nekoashi dachi – Cat stance
Shizentai dachi - Natural front stance
Zenkutsu dachi – Deep ront stance
Heiko dachi – Parallel stance
Kokutsu dachi – Deep Back stance
Tsuru ashi dachi – Crane leg stance
Kiba dachi – Horse stance
Sanchin dachi – Hour glass stance
Hachinoji dachi – Ready stance
Naihanchi dachi - Naihanchi stance

Uke – block
Gedan uke – down block
Chudan uke – double bone block
Jodan uke – high block
Uchi uke – cross body block
Kake uke – single bone block
Shuto uke – knife hand block

